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Network Management Systems
Remote Operations Management
Element Management Systems
Course Overview

A two-week prototyping assistance program focusing on providing technical assistance for building a prototype of the management application based on WebNMS Framework. A demonstrative working model based on the management application based on the key requirements will be the objective of the program.

Benefits

- Kick-start your application development and minimize the learning-curve for your developers
- Discuss your requirements with our experts vis-à-vis product usage and deployment
- Gain first-hand development experience under the guidance of our product expert (through building a demonstrative working model or a prototype of the EMS)

Intended Audience

- Network Management Architects and Developers building solutions with WebNMS Framework or evaluating Web NMS for a possible purchase

Prerequisites

- Experience with Java and XML development
- Requirements specification for the prototype to be developed covering Modeling, Discovery, Visualization and FCPS requirements.
- Lab setup with working version of the device or simulation and related mibs/command sets or syntax etc.

Prototyping

A Web NMS consultant will guide the development team in building a basic working model or prototype that will cover one specific type of NE or part of it depending on the time constraints and complexity involved. Prototyping will focus on:

- MO Modeling and Deep Discovery
- Visualization scheme
- FCPS working model
How to Enroll

Register through our secure Web site anytime, anywhere, http://www.webnms.com

Instructors

WebNMS’s training program aims to live by our "Excellence Matters" motto. Our training instructors and guest speakers are people who have vast experience in the area of network management.